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The Citadel's Parking Survey Fall 2018

This report was generated on 11/05/18. Overall 503 respondents completed this questionnaire.
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'.

The following charts are restricted to the top 999 codes. 

What type of campus employee are you?

Temporary Staff or Adjunct Faculty (65)

Staff (260)

ROTC/DOD Employee (23)

Foundation (9)

Faculty (145)

Other  (1)

2%

5%

29%

0%

52%

13%

Other, please specify:

Rastand temp

What is your home ZIP code?

29403

29403

29405

29418

29407

29405

29412

29407

29449

29407

29403

29420

29418

29449

29412

29412

29456

29407

29412

29483

29414

29409

29412

29456

29407

29486

29409

29410

29449

29407

29412

29412

29485

29403

29414

29412

29412

29437

29407

29412

29404

29485

29414

29466

29414

29407

29464

29486

29464

29404

29420

29409

29412

29464

29405

29414

29412

29412

29451

29409

29464

29483

29412

29401

29420

29412

29414

29407

29483

29403

29429

29407

29414

29455

29466

29456

29466

29464

29412

29407

29449

29414

29485

29407

29485

29407

29412

29402

29456

29409

29487

29412

29407

29420

29410

29407

29464

29464

29412

29485

29466

29485

29414

29455

29445

29631

29407

29464

29409

29412

29412

29464

29464

29464

29492

29466

29483

29412

29406
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What is your home ZIP code?

29492

29418

29412

29410

29455

29420

29466

29401

29414

29414

29414

29492

29414

29464

29407

29414

29410

29412

29414

29414

29414

29407

29412

29464

29407

29409

29483

29485

29403

29414

29464

29456

29405

29466

29414

29410

29492

29485

29409

29412

29412

29409

29072

29414

29409

29414

29412

29409

29466

29429

29407

29483

29483

29414

29412

29412

29414

29418

29414

29456

29414

29407

29403

29414

29466

29456

29412

29403

29488

29407

29455

29412

29464

29412

29401

29456

29410

29455

29407

29483

29483

29464

29486

29414

29464

29414

29414

29414

29403

29414

29466

29414

29466

29483

29407

29409

29403

29456

29412

29464

29464

29401

29461-9208

29456

29429

29414

29485

29464

29461

29456

29407

20412

29456

29455

29407

29464

29445

29412

29445

29406

29445

29445

29464

29483

29409

29016

29412

29412

29412

29464

29414

29466

29412

29412

29414

29405

29410

29409

29455

29456

29405

29414

29455

29485

29406

29403

29464

29455

29485

29407

29414

29485

29483

29464

29485

29466

29455

29464

29407

29407

29414

29407

29455

29464

29455

29414

29414

29407

29405

29455

29464

29403

29455

29405

29410

29403

29412

29418

29420

29439

29412

29406

29412

29455

29456

29409

29438

29445

29414

29407

29414

29418

29412

29414

29466

29455

29466

29486

29409

29414

29464

29403

29407

29492

29414

29412

29439

29464

29414

29485

29461

29414

29403

29455

29412

29455

29405

29492

29466

29464

29414

29445

29414

29466

29405

29412

29403

29412

29466

29420

29464

29403

29403

29483

29466

29412

29461

29414

29464

29414

29401

29464

29466

29407

29455

29414

29414

29414

29414

29464

29464

29412

29466

29401

29420

29407

29464

29409

29466

29410

29412

29412

29412

29414

29414

29455
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What is your home ZIP code?

29455

29414

29466

29412

29466

29464

29407

33547

29464

29414

29445

29405

29466

29466

29445

29401

29412

29414

29414

29464

29492

29412

29414

29410

29485

29485

29470

29405

29466

29412

29456

29414

29464

29407

29464

29407

29464

29418

29403

29414

29464

29466

29403

29401

29464

29455

29485

29409

29407

29414

29486

29405

29455

29407

29455

29407

29403

29483

29450

29407

29418

29412

29461

29464

29410

29403

29414

29445

29414

29414

29412

29461

29414

29410

29487

29420

29483

29445

29451

29455

29412

29403

29410

29407

29405

29455

29412

What mode of transportation do you typically use to arrive on campus?

Drive alone (460)

Carpool (11)

Carta (4)

Bike/Walk (11)

Live on campus, walk to office (10)

Live on campus, drive to office (4)

Other (2)

92%

2%

2%

2%

1%

0%

1%

Other, please specify:

Off Campus

My son.

Do you have a Citadel Parking Permit?

Yes (451)

No (52)

90%

10%
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Which shaded area do you regularly park?
(Note: List of parking is in alphabetical order.)

Altman  (1)

Avenue of Remembrance (11)

Bastin Gravel (1)

Bastin Hall (1)

Boiler Lot (4)

Bond Hall (13)

Cadet Store (3)

Capers Hall (136)

City Gym (-)

Congress Street (13)

Deas Hall (33)

East Stadium (-)

Former Residential Offices (8)

General North (4)

General South (21)

General Vet (3)

Grier Ave (4)

Hammond Ave (-)

HR Center (5)

Infirmary (6)

Jenkins Avenue (13)

Kovats Field (68)

Laundry (18)

Law Barracks (-)

Lee Avenue (2)

Lesesne Gateway (4)

LeTellier Hall (17)

Mark Clark Hall (7)

Motor Pool (5)

Murray Barracks (-)

Padgett-Thomas Barracks (-)

President (-)

Rifle Range (1)

Seignious Hall (5)

Stevens Barracks (-)

Summerall Gate (14)

Tennis Center (7)

Thompson Hall (20)

Vandiver Hall (6)

Wilson Field (3)

Other (15)

1%

0%

4%

4%

3%

1%

3%

1%

4%

2%

0%

1%

2%

1%

1%

3%

14%

4%

7%

1%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

0%

2%

0%

0%

1%

3%

1%

29%
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Other, please specify:

street

courvosie

Across from PSAF office

park off campus

residential area

other

Off campus

off campus

Outside the Lesesne Gateway

I don't park on campus because i think the way in which we pay for permitting is wrong. It should be a flat
fee not a percentage of our salary

Huger St and Hagood St outside Hagood Gate
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If your regular parking area has no availability or is flooded where do you park?
(Note: List of parking is in alphabetical order.)

Altman  (-)

Avenue of Remembrance (9)

Bastin Gravel (25)

Bastin Hall (13)

Boiler Lot (2)

Bond Hall (7)

Cadet Store (11)

Capers Hall (35)

City Gym (-)

Congress Street (10)

Deas Hall (33)

East Stadium (2)

Former Residential Offices (2)

General North (11)

General South (31)

General Vet (5)

Grier Ave (8)

Hammond Ave (2)

HR Center (7)

Infirmary (4)

Jenkins Avenue (7)

Kovats Field (107)

Laundry (6)

Law Barracks (-)

Lee Avenue (5)

Lesesne Gateway (3)

LeTellier Hall (9)

Mark Clark Hall (10)

Motor Pool (4)

Murray Barracks (1)

Padgett-Thomas Barracks (-)

President (2)

Rifle Range (3)

Seignious Hall (11)

Stevens Barracks (-)

Summerall Gate (28)

Tennis Center (5)

Thompson Hall (4)

Vandiver Hall (3)

Wilson Field (4)

Other (33)

1%

7%

1%

1%

7%

5%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

2%

23%

2%

1%

3%

2%

8%

2%

2%

7%

2%

1%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

1%

2%

0%

1%

0%

6%
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Other, please specify:

street

off campus

President Street (Residential area)

Capers lot and Kovats are both usually full when I get to campus, so I park in Hampton Park Terrace.

Street parking

courvosie

i've never had this happen

Street

On the grass because there is NO WHERE to park on this campus!

any place that I can find open

Off campus on Elmwood Ave.

I haven't experienced no availibility or flooding yet so I'm not sure where I would park

Street parking outside of campus.

Neighb orhood

same

different other

On the street leading to campus

I wait sometimes for 15-20 minutes for a spot to open.  I also drive around Capers Hall for openings.
Sometimes I create an extra lane at Capers.

On Elmwood except on the second Tuesday of the month, then on Moultrie.

off campus

Neither has ever happened in the 2 years I've worked at TCF

On the streets outside of thec itadel

Gravel Lot of Kovats Field

In Wagener Terrace

Moultrie Street

Elmwood Ave

N/A

Depends. Wherever I can find the closest availability.
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What campus building houses your office?
(Note: List of buildings are in alphabetical order.)

Bond Hall (114)

Byrd Hall (11)

Cadet store (2)

Canteen  (-)

Capers Hall (63)

Career Center (6)

Central Energy Plant (2)

Coward Hall (3)

Daniel Library/Citadel Museum (13)

Deas Hall (12)

Dry Cleaning/Tailor Shop (6)

Duckett Hall (13)

Facilities and Engineering (29)

Grimsley Hall (26)

Holliday Alumni Center (12)

Human Resources (8)

Infirmary (6)

Inouye Hall (1)

Jenkins Hall (36)

Johnson Hagood Stadium (-)

Laundry (12)

Law Barracks (3)

LeTellier Hall (10)

Mark Clark Hall (6)

McAlister Field House (12)

Motor Pool (1)

Murray Barracks (3)

Padgett-Thomas Barracks (6)

Public Safety (6)

Offices in Former Residential Housing (14)

Quarters One (-)

Seignious Hall (8)

Stevens Barracks (2)

Study Abroad Offices (-)

Summerall Chapel (2)

Tennis Facility (1)

The Krause Center (5)

Thompson Hall (28)

Vandiver Hall (2)

Veteran's Center (2)

Warehouse (2)

Watts Barracks (4)

Other  (4)

13%

1%

0%

1%

0%

2%

23%

3%

3%

2%

1%

2%

0%

1%

1%

1%

6%

0%

1%

0%

1%

3%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

1%

1%

2%

6%

0%

2%

7%

2%

2%

5%

1%

2%
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Other, please specify:

Adjunct faculty have to work out of their cars and teach in various buildings.

n/a

205 Richardson

What time do you typically arrive to campus? (If you live on campus and drive to work, 
please indicate typical arrival time.)

Before 7 AM (104)

7 AM - 7:59 AM (162)

8 AM - 8:59 AM (128)

9 AM - 9:59 AM (38)

10 AM - 11 AM (10)

After 11 AM (24)

I walk/bike to work during the semester (-)

28%

8%

2%

35%

5%

22%

During the semester, under worse case conditions, how long does it typically take you to 
find a parking spot?

< 5 min (256)

5-10 min (145)

11+ min (67)

31%

14%

55%

How often do you move your car in a day?

Never (294)

Once (157)

Twice (22)

Three or more (2)

62%

33%

5%

0%
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What time do you typically leave campus for the day? (If you live on campus and drive 
to/from work, please indicate typical departure time.)

Before 3 PM (31)

3 PM - 3:59 PM (73)

4 PM - 4:59 PM (128)

5 PM - 6 PM (141)

After 6 PM (97)

I walk/bike from work during the semester (1) 0%

30%

16%

21%

27%

7%

How often does your desired parking location change due to flooding?

Never (301)

Once a semester (117)

Once a month (47)

Once a week (6)

Daily (2)

64%

0%

1%

25%

10%

How long do you typically walk from your parking spot to destination?

< 5 min (425)

5-10 min (44)

11+ min (5)

90%

9%

1%
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Have you ever not found a legal parking space? 

No (178)

Yes, about once a semester or less (154)

Yes, about once a month (73)

Yes, two to three times per month (41)

Yes, once or more a week (30)

9%

32%

15%

6%

37%

What are your general impressions on parking availability?

Never Enough (can’t find a space) (71)

Occasionally Not Enough (285)

Adequate (92)

Occasionally Available (11)

Always Available (41) 8%

18%

14%

57%

2%

What are your perceptions about current parking permit prices?

Much Too Low (8)

Too Low (8)

Fair (133)

Too High (177)

Much Too High (169)

27%

36%

2%

34%

2%
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What are your perceptions about parking enforcement ticket prices?

Much Too Low (13)

Too Low (15)

Fair (126)

Too High (61)

Much Too High (45)

Don’t Know (239)

3%

25%

9%

48%

3%

12%

If there were a lower cost parking option that required additional travel time, would you be 
interested?

No (231)

Yes, if the total additional wait time was less than 5 minutes. (152)

Yes, if the total additional wait time was less than 10 minutes. (87)

Yes, if the total additional wait time was less than 20 minutes. (8)

Yes, regardless of time. (19)

18%

47%

2%

31%

4%

How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Cannot relate I don't have a driver's license.

Again I don't drive. My opinion is to build a parking garage for your employees and also see that there
adaquate parking spaces for them.

The parking can be improved if the cadets stop parking in the employee parking spaces. My solutions
would be to inforce the cadets to park in the correct area, and if not they will be issues a ticket.

Staff needs more parking. I think where the cadets park behind the laundry needs to be for staff.

That the only persons that should be parking by the laundry or whatever building you work in, that should
only be for those person, that way if you don't work there and not visiting then you get a ticket because
your blocking the person who who's paying for that spot and they have to find a parking space some
where else and that's not fear.

You should have a parking space where you work like at the laundry.

Build a parking lot for the Citadel employees.

Park only in your work area.

Build a parking lot (campus)

More parking areas for the Laundry employees.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Tell the cadets to park in  their desigmated area.

Prices are just too high.

better enforcement near the loading dock behind mark clark hall.

I would like to see parking enforced more. I park in the lot across from McAlister Field House and have
been for the last year and a half. When I first got here, folks received parking tickets if they parked there
without a pass, but we have people park in that lot all the time now that are taking up spaces from paying
staff/faculty members. Day students and evening students are parking there, which is an issue for people
that work in athletics that have to work longer hours than most. We still need our parking spaces after
5pm.

Parking deck at the old baseball stadium.

until the city doesn't let me anymore, I will park outside the gate and walk onto campus...free

We paid for parking for years for a "parking garage" - where is that?  Carta express with just 1 other
connection - would probably encourage more people to ride the bus to work.

I continue to see cadets parking in the Capers lot. I see quite a few out of state license plates on vehicles
that have Citadel parking hang tags. I thought new residents to Charleston were required to get SC plates
within thirty days. It's dangerous to walk to and from Kovats because of speeding along Richardson and
lack of regard for pedestrians. If I go to a midday doctor's appointment, I have to park in Kovats, and walk
back to work under dangerous circumstances. Then, leaving through the Congress gate at the end of the
day, I have to fold in my side mirror because only one side of the gate is left open when I leave. The
intersection of Richardson and Hagood is extremely dangerous, especially for pedestrians. I think parking
is reasonably priced as long as I have a chance of returning to a campus parking space later in the day
after conducting college business across town or returning from a medical appointment.

Build parking inside the citadel where the housing used to be

A commuter lot with regularly scheduled shuttle service; site behind Joe Riley Stadium sounds like an
option; once houses between Wilson Ave and Dunnemann Ave are approved for demolition, a portion of
that area could be designated for parking lots with plenty of green space between it and the off campus
neighborhood.

Build a faculty parking garage on campus, possibly in Kovats Field. Do not allow faculty who already live
on campus to drive to their offices, taking up spaces that others badly need.  (On-campus faculty already
have the benefit of low rents and minimal commute time.)  Parking needs to be available for all faculty who
do not live on campus or in the immediate neighborhood, and safety needs to be a priority, especially after
dark.  As a female faculty member, when I'm at work until 11 p.m., I would not feel safe having to walk
down to Lockwood to get my car. Our parking fees have been going somewhere for a long time--evidently
not to maintain or expand the existing parking--and the administration needs to locate that money to begin
construction on a safe, convenient facility for faculty who realistically have no options but to drive to work.

Parking can be improved by  monitoring where students actually park their cars. There are quite a few
students that are parking their cars in faculty/staff spaces instead of the student parking spaces that they
are provided with. Some of these students have left their cars in these spaces for more than a week.
These students do not move their cars until they have a ticket on them and even then these students still
will not move their car after a second ticket is placed on their windshield.  A possible solution to improve
parking on campus would be to add shuttle services for faculty/staff during major events on campus (i.e
Parents Weekend, Homecoming, Graduation). A few years ago, shuttle services were offered to
faculty/staff members, where we could park in MUSC parking lot and there would be a shuttle to pick-
up/drop-off at given times. This was done so there would be more parking on campus for visitors. I
believed it worked and some of the visitors on campus used the parking spaces over at MUSC as well.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

The Citadel has an ample number of parking spaces for a "downtown" campus.  And, they find parking
fees to be "easy money" for the college by charging employees that have to park their cars to work there.
The parking application does not tell us the cost for parking passes. Why is it a secret? Oh, wait, it is the
Citadel and that is the norm. The circle the wagons mentality applies to everything. They can change the
fee on the fly and not tell anyone if they don't publish the prices.  Bottom line is the Citadel could charge a
nominal fee for parking and maybe make some people work a little harder to find revenue sources for the
college. Or, tell the cadets they cannot bring cars to campus until they are seniors. But, we all know they
want the parking revenue from Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. They only people that have worse
parking issues than employees are cadets. Or, tear down some of those run down campus housing units
and put that land to good use.

Parking at the Citadel can be improved if everyone got a ticket for parking on the grass and not only
certain people. Especially, during events  such as games and special days. If you don't have a special
ticket or permit you will get a ticket. Another, would be cadets parking in faculty and staff parking spaces
and we would get a ticket for parking in their spots or near the grass which is open. However, I refuse to
walk more than 10 minutes from my job location due to parking.

Maintaining and enforcing parking space designations.  Building a parking deck on areas of campus where
parking is limited.

Free parking for ROTC members... we already provide you with 1.2 Millions per semester not to have a
free parking tag, plus you don't pay them at all, the DOD does...not counting that you don't offer other
advantages such as tuition remission. Stop being cheap Citadel with all Service Members...

The only reason I don't have a hard time finding a parking is that I try to get to work about an hour before I
am supposed to be here so I can find a parking. I am diabetic and my feet hurt if I walk too far so I try to
get here early so I can park close to my office. I think a parking deck would be great.

I am not sure.

Parking garage needed - either in close proximity to campus or with efficient and timely transportation to
campus.

Parking on campus should be reserved for Faculty and Staff that pay to park on campus. Especially if you
are required to work more than 8 hours a day, and typically more than 5 days a week. Cadet parking
should be limited to Seniors. Juniors and Sophmores should be the first sent to remote parking.

Part-time employees have the lowest pay but the highest parking price?  This should be changed or at
least allowed to split into payments rather than a lump sum.

Parking Garage

Use the parking fee to build a parking garage

I arrive early to make sure I have parking. My first class is at 9:00, and if I arrive close to that time, there is
no parking left in Capers. Just FYI; all my answers would have been different if I didn’t make it a priority to
arrive closer to 8:00 than to 9:00.

Paving and marking parking spots by Sumerall Gate would reduce the pot holes, mud, and water impacts.
On parade days, a flood of non-pass holders take up all parking regardless of signage. We should charge
$1 for temp passes to everyone coming through the gates that do not have passes on their mirrors. Do not
allow any funds gained through parking passes to go to anything other than parking improvements.

Decrease student parking on campus or move more student space off campus.

As a faculty member, my only issue with parking is paying for the entire year at once.  I would prefer a
lower price and for the payment to be pulled directly from my paycheck.  Also, I have not had issues
finding parking, but I have heard that multiple cadets have received punishments for parking in lots other
than their parking pass designation when their designated lot has been at capacity.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

First of all, the "Motor Pool" parking on the maps is not viable.  It is only for state vehicles and equipment.
Put in the new, electronic parking meters on the visitor spaces like the city has.  Use Onecard as a method
of payment on the meters. Reduce the parking fees to the actual cost of maintaining parking lots.  The
Citadel must stop using faculty and staff as a revenue source.  Whether it be for a parking garage I will
never park in to the other things it has been used for in the past, the parking fee is no longer reasonable.

N/A

Keep track of the number of permits issued and LOWER THE COST OF PERMITS. Provide financial
transparency: where does the money go from permits and fines?

Discount parking pass for faculty

There are many times I can not find a spot to park around my building because cadet cars are parked in
faculty/staff spots.

I feel that as the infirmary staff has longer hours and a designated parking as we are essential employees,
we should not have to pay for parking especially as our pay scale is extremely low for our required
licenses.

Where I experience the most difficulty is at Mark Clark Hall. MCH houses the Post Office, which all
campus residents must access to reach their mail. The window for parcel pickup is open only until 4:00
p.m., and it is impractical to walk to the PO to claim and carry home large, unwieldy, or heavy packages.
With more and more people ordering everything under the sun from Amazon, parcel pickup is no small
issue, and campus residents need to be able to park at the PO during window hours.    Perhaps just one
space in front of MCH might be designated "Parcel Pickup: 10 minute limit" much as restaurants dedicate
a couple of spaces to "Takeout Customers -- 10 minute limit." This space would not be liable to being
coned off for visiting dignitaries. Such a space could be designated and monitored for six months or so to
see if it is in use most of the time or empty most of the time. Perhaps it could even be designated for mail
pickup only during certain times (10am-11am and 2pm-3pm?) and desginated for general use during other
times. I certainly don't want to suggest a space that's just going to sit empty.

I cannot believe that we pay to park at our place of work. This is not in line with other standards across the
board and needs to be remedied immediately. Additionally, it is unacceptable that The Citadel has NO
IDEA how many parking permits are issued each year. That's disgraceful.

Thank you for doing this!

Move the bulk of student parking off of the main campus. The students do not drive to and from work,
other than those doing internships, and even then we are not talking about a big pile of students. Faculty
and staff have to be able to get in and get out. If an instructor is coming from home for a 9:00 am class
and runs into traffic on the Ravenel Bridge and then compounds the problem by finding all the parking
spaces full (which happens starting about 9), then there are 20-35 people being inconvenienced by the
instructor driving around looking for parking. It is not just a "convenience" thing. If one of the ASC tutors
spends 20 minutes searching for parking, that is 20 minutes not spent tutoring students. Again, it is not
just a "convenience" thing. Alternative student parking outside of the fences would alleviate much of the
problem.

If the school could afford/finance a parking garage without doing so on the backs of employees and
students then a parking garage by the stadium for students would be a good solution.  This would free up
more spaces on campus for faculty and staff.  Or a parking garage where the parking lot between the
infirmary and WLI field would be a good location if the soil would support it.  If it were 4 levels, the first
level could be for faculty and staff, the second level for seniors, the third level for juniors and the top level
for sophomores.  I imagine this would be too expensive an endeavor given the pilings would have to be
driven too deep to keep this structure from sinking into what was possibly once part of the marsh.

Better signage for parking. Better parking lines. Possibly color code parking lines for different permit types
that would help even if there are no parking designation text such as cadet, faculty or visitor.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Reserve faculty/staff parking for faculty and staff, not day students. Since students have been parking in
the Faculty/Staff lots, availability has decreased dramatically.

As an Adjunct I would like a timed , or by day parking permit. Depending on hours using the parking.  Now
I have to pay for 8 hours the  same amount as full time faculty.

Alternate methods of commuting should be encouraged by offering incentives to those choosing
alternative options such as commuting by bicycle.  I typically commute by bike 3x week during the summer
(transporting child to school prevents bicycle option during school year).    Occasionally, the parking lot in
front of McAlister is reserved for events (handicapped or VIP's).  The problem is that this lot is seldom
staffed and the intended persons are not aware opportunity to park there.  This leaves the lot unused and
empty for an entire day.  PSAF should cone off needed spaces rather than block off the entire lot.

The parking garage is not needed and way too expensive for students, faculty and staff to fund. Use the
money to update/enhance existing facilities rather than adding another one that cannot be maintained.
Pave and stripe existing dirt or gravel lots. Eliminate some or all sophomore parking spaces - other military
schools limit student parking. Why aren't we? Charge for visitor parking like Clemson. I think they have 1
kiosk per 10-15 spaces that accept credit/debit cards. Implement a parking system so that parking can be
managed and enforced. Have a parking strategy for big weekends. This Parents' Day, there were spaces
available in Kovats around noon, but people weren't directed there. We should park people methodically,
from one side of the campus to the other, so that people are not driving everywhere. Find out how other
colleges like ours handle their big weekends.

It is difficult to find a place if you should leave campus for any reason, i.e., medial appointment.  If there is
no place available, and you are scheduled to teach a class in the next 10 minutes or so, you should have
some sort of recourse.

Parking deck

Veterans sharing faculty spaces is the only problem that causes overflow where I am.

I am concerned that my answers do not reflect the reality of parking. Yes, I usually arrive early enough to
find a legitimate space near my building. However: 1) If I leave that at any point afterwards during the day,
I risk not finding anywhere that isn't far away, makeshift, and flood-prone. This is why I do not ever leave
the parking space until I leave for the day. 2) There have been occasions when there is simply no
reasonable parking to be had, either because of a special event, or because I have arrived on campus
after 9am. *I believe it is wrong to charge me the amount I am currently being charged for parking if I am
not guaranteed a legitimate and reasonable space (or any space at all!).*   SOLUTION A: Sophomore
cadets should be told to leave their cars at home. Car use should be a privilege of upperclassmen. There
might be some griping about this at first, but this is a solution easily accomodated to the existing ways of
the SCCC.   SOLUTION B: The CofC used to, and may still, offer its faculty and staff free access to
CARTA. The Citadel should look to negotiate a similar deal. I imagine that, whatever the amount of the
subsidy that the Citadel would pay CARTA for this, it would be much less than financing the construction
of a parking garage.    SOLUTION C: Given the building boom of recent years it may be too costly now,
but the Citadel should nonetheless look into buying or renting suburban land/space as a satellite campus.
Much of the parking crisis is related to new, non-cadet programs. These programs do not necessarily have
to happen where the cadets learn.

Improve parking lot layout, pave (end of Jenkins & gravel lot) and mark spaces.

It would be nice to have somewhere a list of alternative places to park on rainy days when you usually
park in the "In high tide and rain, this lot floods" areas.

Don’t charge employees to park.

Move cadet cars off campus since they are only used once during a typical work week.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

The cost for faculty parking is ridiculous. This is not C of C where there is little parking on a daily basis. On
a typical Monday-Friday there is plenty of parking available around campus. Maybe the most used lots
could require fees for faculty but charging faculty for parking anywhere on a campus where there is
sufficient parking places is just on example of how this college tries to take advantage of its employees. 
All of my colleagues concur that it is insane to force employees to pay for parking at their place of work.

Open east side stands lot to faculty/staff at a lower price point, for those who would not mind walking onto
campus.   Also, more closely monitor people abusing handicap passes/spots, seen lots of this around
campus...

Build a parking garage and stop sticking it to the underpaid employees with these parking fees.

There are inequities regarding senior staff and the rest of the campus. This campus does not follow best
practices regarding parking on college campuses!

The lot behind Jenkins Hall is currently not paved. I would advise that the lot be graded and paved to
accommodate the most parking spots it can. During large scale events on campus, parking is atrocious in
that area, leaving little room to maneuver out of spots in an already tight area. It would also cut down on
having to mow the grass in that general region, which does not occur on a frequent basis most of the time.

Purchase more space for the cadets to park and free up more for faculty and staff.  The students are
taking up half of the space in Lot A where I park.  It used to not be that way.

I am not a transportation engineer, so I don’t know how fix the problems, but I do know that punishing staff
for trying to park and work feels unethical.

Transparency on fees

i rarely have trouble parking.  Even when I have to leave during the day for a meeting off campus, when I
return, I usually can find a spot without any difficulty

I have a handicap tag (I also pay the parking fee!), so I can usually park next to my building.  If there are
buildings & ground employees parked next to the building, I may have to find somewhere else (I can't walk
more than ~100 yards).      If we have to prioritize parking, #1 should be faculty: you can run a class
without off-campus students or staff, but you can't run a class without faculty.      If we continue to increase
the footprint of buildings on campus (new Business Admin, proposed Mech. Engineering, etc.) we will run
out of parking space.  I hate to think of getting rid of more faculty housing, but it may be a luxury we can
no longer afford.

It would be nice if the cost of the parking permit were not astronomical.  Also, it would be appreciated if the
institution used the funds to make the parking situation on campus better instead of giving the money to
athletics.

Free Bus like MUSC offers their employees

Could we park near the stadium and have a regular shuttle (especially on rainy days)?

Build a parking garage on Kovats Field, or tear down Dunnemann and build a garage there.

-Some parking spots can be gained by re-designing existing spaces (example allow parking in all streets
around summerall field) -Provide info at the entrance of each lot whether spots are available so people do
not waste time - maybe a control gate -Allow parking on additional streets on campus -Create a parking
structure building that has room for other businesses (restaurants, coffee shops) that can help with paying
off the cost. -Make some streets one way streets and allow parking on both sides.

More tickets should be given out to those who park illegally.  Remembrance Avenue is used by too many
faculty/staff who illegally park out there.  Not enough enforcement for those who park illegally on
Remembrance Ave. Too many cadets illegally park in Carpers Hall parking lot.  Mostly left-overs from
moving their vehicles there over the weekend.

A parking garage
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

There is a simple solution, do not let Cadets bring cars onto campus if there is not enough parking (which
there CLEARLY is not).  There needs to be a seniority system for Cadet parking.  Seniors and Juniors first
and if there is anything available after that, then Sophomores.  The ONLY parking should be off campus
(by the stadium and next to the Alumni Center).  The parking on campus needs to be for employees and
visitors.  It is frustrating that there is NEVER parking when I come to work.  While I understand we don't
have jobs without the Cadets, the institution doesn't run without the employees.  There needs to be more
of a focus on the employee parking situation and not the Cadet parking.

Cadets are only allowed to leave campus a couple ties a week yet their cars are allowed to be on campus.
Whereas, employees are coming and going every single day, if not multiple times a day. Cadets cars,
except cadet commuters, should all be off campus.

My situation is somewhat different from most. I have a handicapped permit as I use a wheelchair. Answers
to some of these questions would have been very different if that were not the case.

Build a parking building.

Deny parking privileges to sophomores or restrict to those with 3.5 or above GPA.  Build Parking garage
adjacent to Alumni Center or on site of Dunneman Apt Building once it is demolished  Relocate offices
and/or faculty/staff occupants of either Richardson or Mims Avenue Stucco Units, demolish, and convert
into parking area(s)

If we could have more parking availability on campus, that would be amazing! I kindly suggest lowering the
parking fee, and creating more spaces.

Relative to other parking situations on the peninsula (location, cost, safety, conditions), this is above
average.

Lower parking price slightly for staff- closer to 150 than 250.

Parking garage

If we want more parking availability, quite a bit of optimization could be done on the north side of campus. 
Nothing is marked well, there is a lot of grass area that could be converted to parking and some of the
freshman field (which is seldom used) could be converted.  Also, faculty have to come and go each day;
students maybe once per week yet many of the student parking spaces are closer to the campus offices
than the faculty spaces.  Finally, I would be remiss by not bringing up the elephant in the room...the cost of
parking at my job.  Having employees takes resources: electricity, water, computers, air conditioning, and,
yes, a space for me to park my car.  This is the cost of doing business.  Charging me >$400 annually to
engage in an activity REQUIRED to do my job is borderline unethical.  It is equivalent to putting a power
meter on my office to see how much electricity I am using and deducting it from my pay.  It is plain and
simple: the college is using its employees as a revenue stream which bothers me far more than anything
else.  Do you think Boeing could get away with charging their employees to park at their job?

Give citations to people who create their own parking spaces.  This is often a problem in the Capers lot. 
Parkers will create spaces one space beyond the lined legal spaces.  This creates visibility issues for other
parkers.  On one occasion, I could hardly back out of my space without hitting one of the illegally parked
cars.

A parking garage would eliminate the parking shortages. One on each side of campus. You could limit the
lower levels for staff and the rest for students and visitors.

Since there seems to be too few parking spaces. There needs to be spaces for personnel who travel to
come to work, maybe limit which cadets can have cars.  They don't need a car everyday.

Build a parking garage at the visitors side of the stadium.  Make the cadets park there, they don't have to
drive to work every day.

Parking for free since we work here. I would also move cadet parking further away so there are more spots
for employees.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

1. Enforce parking rules at all time (including special events) or not at all. Very disheartening that the only
people that get ticketed for parking violations are those that work at the Citadel or attend classes and
guests are given free reign, especially during special events. Tickets should have an impact (go on driving
record) not just a local issue that can be wiped out if you know someone. 2. Restrict parking for special
events to identified parking areas. Too many times special parking privileges are granted that block fire
lanes, cross walks and hydrants for the sake of convenience. Handicapped parking is identified across the
street from MFH but yet we allow for handicapped parking along the yellow curb in front of MFH with 3000-
5000 occupants inside. 3. Restrict housing residents from parking on campus except for their residence
UNLESS they pay for a pass. Many residents drive to their place of work and park (Athletics behind
Seignious/Vandiver). 4. Charge visitors for parking on campus and reduce parking rates for
employees/staff. Many staff employees saw an overall decrease in pay in summer of 17 after the pay
increase but yet increase in retirement and parking. 5. Allow motorcycles on campus. Motorcycle parking
takes less space and is a cheaper alternative to driving cars.

In my view, the first thing we need to do is make sure anyone parking on campus has a legitimate parking
pass and is currently paying for parking. As of now, this only happens once a year in October when we
provide new stickers to employees/students who have an active deduction for parking. A bar code sticker
placed on our hang tag (mirror) and a handheld reader (for PSAF) linked to a database of active
employees with parking deductions would serve as an efficient way to enforce parking. If the sticker could
be placed somewhere on the vehicle that would allow for PSAF to scan right from a golf cart making this
task much easier. Next, a system that would easily allow new and existing employees to sign up for
parking.

Better organize parking in an efficient manner for both students and employees.  A couple parking
garages would better utilize space and permit higher use of some land with excellent views on the river.

There needs to be dedicated TAC parking spots in closer proximity to the barracks where one works. This
would allow for TACs to have a spot on campus, at the odd hours that we work, and on major weekends,
to have a dedicated spot to park that is not infringed by the day-to-day operations of The Citadel.

My main concern is that since I park behind Capers that a rain storm will happen and will flood the area
and I will eithe rbe trapped there or the water will damage my car.

Build a parking deck, but keep the parking permit costs low.

Cadet's parking at the General North (by Wilson Field) should be switched to the General Vet (near
Summerall Gate) since cadets will not need to move their cars from Sunday evening to Friday afternoon.  I
often have to park my car at the General Vet.  I usually go home late (after 10pm).  It is quite dark in the
area of the General Vet at night.

The lot behind Jenkins Hall could be paved to allow painted lines for parking places.

I think the structure cost of the parking is not accurate.  It should be based on a percentage of your salary
versus a salary range b/c it seems to me that even though the more you make the more you pay when you
break down the salaries the higher salary folks are not paying as much % wise as lower paid staff and
faculty.

Parking Decks on campus for load balancing.  Limit parking to students to only upper classmen.

Not sure.  I'm guessing the proposed parking deck will help.

We need to build a parking garage or reduce some of the spaces, like the parade deck, to accommodate
students, faculty and staff parking. Allow more parking for staff close to or near buildings, Library, Career
Ctr, etc. Move golf cart parking to central areas and make those spaces for vehicles. Make an agreement
with MUSC to use some of their spaces and charge employees a little less for parking since it is further
away, have a golf cart shuttle for rainy days.

build a parking deck behind the HAC.

Reduce parking fees
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

The reason I arrive between 7:00 and 7:30 am every day is to make sure I get a parking spot. Arriving
around 8am and after there is no guarantee of a spot to park which leads me to park on the street. I find
this ridiculous since I pay more money then I can afford on a parking spot every year. The Citadel should
build a parking deck. The deck could either be on campus or off campus by the stadium. It would increase
parking.

We should be investigating two separate parking garages:  one near Kovats and one near Deas Hall. 
Charge different prices for surface parking and garage parking.    Consider assigning parking area permits
(e.g. Kovats, Capers) (do not assign parking spaces).    For the vast majority of faculty and staff, we live
off campus and MUST commute into campus.  Adjust cadet parking to less convenient lots as cadets cars
tend not to move except on weekends.

The price to park on campus is simply ridiculous. Given the state and availability of campus parking, the
fee should be minimal at most.

1- Have 15-30 minute parking near major buildings for people who need briefly park to drop or load items
(but could otherwise park further out or not at all); 2- Do not sell prime parking places to business
organizations that seldom if ever come to campus (i.e. two spots behind Krause center). 3- Let them park
in visitor parking and leave spots for people who need the spots every day for work. Have on-campus
residents park at their homes and walk over and not take spaces from people who commute.

Greater control over time that evening students can park.  No on-campus parking for Sophomore cadets. 
Less restricted parking (i.e. named spaces - how many guests does the president have at one time?)   In
response to the question about lower cost parking with more travel time.  I already travel from 30 to 60
minutes (depending on traffic).  If I were to use public transportation to get to work, I would have a 2-3
hour commute each way.

develop off parking at a central location similar to MUSC with carta bus service into The Citadel

I'm happy with where I'm able to park, but a couple of spots in LeTellier are very tricky to back out of, it's a
very tight squeeze.

Build the parking garage that we're paying for or lower the cost instead of the money going towards the
athletics dept.

only upperclassmen allowed to have vehicles on campus cadets park further from their barracks take
advantage of gorgeous views of Ashley River for a walking path along the river allow veterans closer
access to classes for parking as some have unseen injuries and mobility issues  find easier path for
visitors to park in a lot without a permit for up to two hours that does not involve going into public safety 
make it more obvious, if visitors should go into public safety for a pass, that public safety is, in fact, where
they should go and ensure that the gate guards are also aware of this information (recently had a cadet in
the guard shack right next to public safety tell guests he did not know where they could get a visitors
parking pass)

If the parking remains the same, prices should be lowered.  If the rates stay constant, an assigned parking
place close to your building, should be considered.

People attending special events on campus should be parked at Johnson Hagood Stadium and shuttled to
campus. The department hosting the event builds the cost of a shuttle in to the budget. Employees should
not have to search for a parking space because parking has been reserved for a particular function. There
have been numerous times when the LeTellier lot has been blocked off for a function, the department
hosting the function does not man the lot, and the lot sits empty!

The only time I have problems parking is when areas are taped off for outside events.  I have driven
through the tape to park.  Outside events should park off campus.  Only vehicles with permits should be
allowed to park.

Build a parking garage.

Parking garage!
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Until we have a garage someday, eventually, fewer cadets will be allowed to have cars on campus.
Perhaps seniors only by the stadium, maybe some gold star juniors, etc. But that row behind
Jenkins/Thompson/Grimsley should lose cadet parking, and probably the lot by the soccer field eventually.
Our campus footprint is fixed in size but we park cars for 3 classes of cadets who live here anyway. During
special events, visitors often take up all the residential parking and ignore signs not to, so I can't even park
at home on campus if I leave during the day. Something's got to give. Dunneman Avenue is always full of
cadet cars between 7th and 9th even though they're not supposed to park in the neighborhood. Good luck!

Expanded employee parking availability (allow employees to park anywhere) require cadets to park in
overnight lots during the weekday to free space for day employee/students.  Allow lower prices by time on
campus.  (ie allow evening students lower rates but can only park on campus frm 5pm-x time)

The backyard of the Citadel Career Center could be paved to allow for staff to park behind the building
(accessible from Hagood Ave). This would free up 4-5 more spots in the Capers Hall lot on a daily basis.

Build a parking garage where veterans and day students could park. This will also help after the new
Capers is built and a big chunk of parking is gone. Then everyone could park there.

There needs to be less people on campus vying for parking. Employees should be offered alternative or
flex work options. Such as working 10 hour days 4 days a week, telecommuting, and working from home
one or more days a week (for example on Fridays when there are parades, parent weekend,
homecoming). The Citadel should also look into remote parking at a reduced cost, offering a shuttle
service, and offering employees incentives to carpool to work.

Now that I no longer work at The Citadel, but rather for the Foundation, my answers are completely
different.  My parking is paid for by the Foundation.  I usually do not have any trouble finding a space to
park around the HAC and the lots around us appear to have plenty of extra space.  I think certain spaces
on campus should be metered (around the parade field for instance).  Parking around the Canteen/MCH is
horrible and needs to be enforced because it is impossible to drop in to use the post office or to grab a
quick bite to eat.  BOV take up too many spaces for too long, especially during revenue producing
events/big weekends for the college.  I think carpooling should be facilitated/promoted by the college.

lower parking pass costs for part-time employees

Since cadets like to park in faculty/staff parking, in Kovats, and half of Kovats is for cadet parking, I think
Stevens Barracks lot, should be open to faculty/staff parking.  Cadets can park in Kovats.  Cadets do not
move their cars as often, but it seems as if they have the better parking.  Due to traffic, I leave my house
super early, so I'm not tied up in traffic and I can find a decent parking spot in Kovats.  There have been a
couple of times, on big weekends, that I have had to make a parking spot in Kovats.  I don't think
employees should have to pay for parking.  We don't get many perks.  Free parking would be a great perk. 
There's been talk of a parking garage on campus.  If/when that should happen, cadets should have to park
in the parking lot.  Parking in a parking garage is very inconvenient for faculty/staff.  The only real solution
to the parking problem, is to obtain more land and build a parking lot.  The campus is over capacity and
there is really no room for growth.  I have no choice but to pay for parking, but I do not think the parking
fees should increase.  Salaries are low enough and paying for parking is a slap in the face.  I may consider
riding a Carta bus, if it came directly to the front gate.  A Citadel direct Carta bus, with free passes, might
work.  Parking has been an on-going problem.  With previous parking surveys nothing has really been
done.  I have my doubts that anything will be done this time around.

Faculty and staff should get priority parking on campus over cadets during the week.  Requiring
employees to pay to park at their place of employment is ridiculous and the amount charged is insane
when there are no other options.  Charleston offers no viable mass transit nor are there adequate bike
routes from James Island to The Citadel.  If more spaces are needed then better utilize existing space.

Formalize parking spaces in Summerall Gate area so that they are clearly defined and not just a dirt mess
where it's unclear if you'll get a ticket. Specify walkable overflow parking (Hampton park area? Behind
practice fields?) for large events (parents weekend, etc.). Reduce cadet parking?

At this point, we need a parking deck.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

No reason for all visitor parking along WLI field. A parking deck nearby with a shuttle of some type could
alleviate much of the congestion.

I ride my bike, mainly because the Citadel treats adjunct faculty rather poorly. Given the below standard
compensation for Ph.D. adjuncts, the present parking fees are absolutely unacceptable. You cannot pay
adjuncts less than Walmart on the one hand and then ask them to purchase parking permits as if they
were full-time employees. In the same way as the quality of education is reduced by not allowing adjuncts
to invest the time our students really need, an adjunct's motivation is affected by not being able to find a
time-efficient way to commute to/from the Citadel.  Indeed, instead of analyzing parking over and over
again, I would like the administration to acknowledge the constraints of limited resources and provide
alternative incentives: a) BIKE RACKS close to buildings such that we do not have to utilize lamp posts, b)
INVEST IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION which shows the public the Citadel's commitment to our off-
campus community. Cars are not a feasible and economic mean of transportation in the 21st century, c)
PARKING FEES AS FUNCTION OF COMPENSATION; adjuncts who essentially make less than
$2.50/hour when factoring in unpaid time for grading, course preparation, and office hours must not be
charged the same parking fee unless the Citadel is willing to compensate them equally to the prorated
hourly wage of their full-time peers.

The best way for parking to be improved is for the faculty and staff to have assigned parks.  Paying $150
for parking and then not having a park and every Friday, the lot becomes a "free for all" is not fair.  The
pricing should be $50 at most or should be paid for by the school for ROTC officers who are not Citadel
employees and get paid by the school.  Our job requires us to leave two and three times a day sometimes
to take care of business on the Air Force base and returning to campus after paying $150 only to not have
a park is just not right.  If this "parking garage" will not be here in the next 6 months, the staff who do not
receive money from the school should have their parking paid for.  Our NCOs who make half the amount
of money as school employees are in the same hole.  When Friday comes, and the lot becomes an
absolute "free for all" for parking, we get ticketed for parking in the visitor lot when we are lucky enough to
find parks.  We are nothing but an addition to the Citadel and their mission, however, when it comes to
parking, we are not treated as such.

The General North area should be returned to faculty parking as it used to be. Cadets shouldn't need to
park cars in the central campus area, especially since these cars rarely move.

Please don't dramatically raise parking fees again to build an unjustified parking garage. Also focus on
improving overall campus parking.

Too many on campus spaces reserved for cadets.  They seldom need access to their cars, so move them
to more remote locations.

I just started working here, but I was surprised there was a parking fee for employees (let alone such a
high fee). I've never had an employer make me pay for parking and I feel like it shows that you undervalue
employees. Unless this money is going to a parking garage being built or some end goal, I don't think it's
right to have employees pay for parking.

Need better handicap parking for faculty, grass needs to be cut, faculty and staff who use cars daily
should have priority over students

This is the first position I've had where employees must pay for parking and are still not guaranteed
spaces to park. There is no incentive to use other modes of transportation. I walk at least 3 days out of the
week but have to drive some days as I need to move materials or go offsite to meetings. If there were
some sort of financial incentive this could ease the burden.

Options for when there are issues due to event overflow

Offer shuttle services to building when parking lots are flooded? I'm being a bit facetious - I think The
Citadel offers great parking availability.  Of course it would be nice if parking were cheaper or no charge,
but...

Parking fee should not be too expensive in comparison to our low salary for teachers.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Parking passes are too expensive for graduate assistants, especially when some days I help for only an
hour or two.

Above my pay grade.

A comprehensive master planner run by somebody from an outside architectural or design firm that
specializes in this.  A Plan donors can get behind.  This survey is obviously asking if we would be OK with
a shuttle service to a remote parking lot, parking is going to be absolutely jammed because of a lack of
long-term planning.

I noticed recently that the size of a number of parking places was greatly increased and the total number
of spaces reduced. Since most people drive small cars, this makes no sense to me. It has meant that one
small car often takes the space that two might occupy. Was that the plan?

Capers lot is pathetic. The lunar landscape can’t be that bad. Repair and repave!

Permits should expire July 1st

Designated parking for Deans and higher.  Those who'd like to purchase a parking spot, for a higher cost,
should be allowed to.  A parking structure for visitors would be appropriate, and could generate revenue.

I get frustrated that all are given the same parking opportunity (outside of cadets). On most campuses
faculty and staff have priority over all students, which isn't the case here. As a faculty member who only
teaches graduate classes and is often on campus until 9pm, I dislike having to arrive very early to get a
parking spot near my building (which is more safe) or having to move my car later in the day so as not to
walk across campus after evening classes. It seems that faculty and staff should not have to fight students
for parking in the closer lots.

Parking garage with 5 to 6 levels at the Congress Street current parking area. Offer flex time to staff or to
work remotely through VPN.

Usually I do not have an issue physically finding a spot. My real issue is with the cost of parking. For as
limited as the parking spots are on campus, and considering there are so many issues, I don't think the
cost of parking needs to be so high. Providing a parking garage could help with the parking issues. Then I
think high parking costs could be justified. As is, though, parking costs are too high.

Charge for tour parking and lower permit prices - also make more spots

Parking policy could be consistently enforced through registered license plates rather than hang tags. Any
increase in parking few be matched with an equal increase in salary. Parking should not be a tax on the
faculty and staff.

Reduce the number of cadet spaces or finally build the parking garage for cadets.  Provide marked spaces
for the employees that regularly work 50-60 hours a week 6-7 days a week.  If you have worked here 15+
years provide a parking discount since they have more than paid for parking - or better yet, don't charge
the employees to park on campus!  How else do we get to work if we don't drive?  It is ludicrous that I
have to pay to park my vehicle at my place of business.

More bicycle racks.

The cost of parking is a fee I have to pay to do my job.  I have to pay it, no matter what the cost.

i don't have trouble finding a space, because I'm here early. I like a longer walk, especially in the morning.  
If the new Capers takes over the parking are, I'm guessing the only solution is a parking garage with two
or more levels

Opening more faculty spots from cadet parking.  Perhaps a bus share from a larger parking spot would be
a good idea.

Lower the cost for the permits. They are too high. Also why are permit renewals due at the end of October
(in the middle of a semester). This requires me to get another permit in mid-semester and overpay for a
permit that I will not be using in the spring. I recommend you have the renewals come due at the end of
each semester.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Priority parking should follow rank with a few exceptions. Adjuncts (who are valuable to this institution and
many of whom arrive mid-morning) should have parking reserved for them close to the building. They are
a valuable resource this institution depends on.  Night students should also have parking available when
they arrive 5-6pm. They have already given up time at work and fought rush hour traffic to arrive on time.
They should not have to fight for parking. These students are a valuable commodity to the financial end of
our institution.  This leaves a very simple solution. Build/provide student parking away from classroom
areas. High ranking students should maintain their privileged parking areas, however, all other students
should be relegated to other areas.  A shuttle or bus may provide increase ease of use in these areas if
provided during peak use hours.

Why do employees have to pay to park at work? This should be free for employees since they have to be
at work. A small fee to cover the cost of permits is ok. but the present situation is pure extortion.

I've never had much of a problem parking here.

The price for parking is way too expensive for what I make. I feel as though I’m paying to work here due to
the high cost.

It is unfair that a temporary part time employee pay full price for a parking permit; $195 is expensive for
someone who only makes $10.00 per hour.  Most of us are not here at peak times of the day because we
work in the evenings and also are not here 5 days a week nor are we here all year.  We should have a
lesser rate and have a different color permit to distinguish that we are temporary part time employees.

I genuinely have no idea why we pay so much for parking. If there’s a parking shortage, convert cadet
parking into parking for faculty and staff. Faculty and staff need parking so they can get to campus and do
their job; cadets do not.

Parking garage!this is a major problem for public safety will deal more with this than any other task. This
take away from our ability to do what we should be doing Campus protection and enforcement of state
laws. Parking passes should come from student affairs or one card. Police officer should handle parking
enforcement through our parking enforcement officer assigned

Reserving multitudes of parking spaces for special events utilizes parking spaces that a faculty or staff
member has already paid for.  It is not fair to them to be inconvenienced because the library or some other
department wants to reserve 25 or more spaces for their special guests.  This practice should cease in
order to have adequate parking all the time.

Restrict student (both graduate and undergraduate, to specific lots and allow faculty/staff to park closer to
their offices.

Make a deal with Burke High School to use there field as a practice field and for them to use Hagood
Stadium for games. This way the practice field on campus could become parking

Parking Garages. Its safe for cadets. Less crime and theft from vehicles. You can keep track when cadets
leave or enter campus.

On working days Faculty and Staff access to parking should be reserved.  Even when there are events on
campus on non-official working days some spaces should be reserved for faculty and staff who come in to
work.

Enforcement of illegal parking. It needs to be done at least once a day.

Clearly post which lot is for which group or assign spaces.

I think there should be a class action lawsuit to get back the money that was misappropriated in the 1st
place And that the people that allowed it to happen be held accountable  There should be a report given
out yearly to the employees so they can see where their money  Is going
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Make parking spaces close to buildings a higher price than general parking.  Make general parking price
lower for employees and not based on salary.  I am only part time and can't afford to pay so much to park
on campus.  I park blocks away and walk, because I don't make enough as an adjunct to afford parking.  I
teach in multiple departments.  I must move my car in between classes and there is no parking available
after 9am near my afternoon class building anyway, so there is no point in having a parking permit.  A
campus shuttle would help alleviate the burden of always searching for legal parking options.

Paying over $500 per year to park 4 hours a day, 4-5 days a week when there are few spaces makes no
sense. Driving around for 10 minutes is unnecessary.  Lower the rate. Raise the money somewhere else.

Build the parking garage that has been discussed for a decade or more.  Cadet vehicles which do not
move four of seven days of the week could be parked in this garage and free up parking for other campus
visitors.

Reduce the number of spaces that require permits Create more parking spaces in general

Charging employees for parking who do not make a lot of money doesn't seem fair and equitable. I realize
parking is at a premium, but I know of others in the area that do not charge their staff parking fees.

I have to come in between 0500 and 0530 everyday to find a place to park in front of Jenkins Hall so I can
take the elevator because of a bad knee.  There are times when the ROTC instructors have all the spaces
taken up for PT or the computer cadets have parked out front. I have a very hard time getting up the steps
so that's why I park out front.  There are times when  I have to leave campus for some reason or other
then I am forced to park in that rat hole out back.  That parking is full of holes, overgrown grass and full of
nails, etc.  I have had 4 flat tires from parking back there.  I have worked here over 34 years and paying
what I pay to park is horrible and if for some reason I have to leave during the day trying to find a place to
park is unreal. I have to use the elevator until I get my knee replaced so this is a serious problem for me. 
One other thing  I have been paying extra money to build a parking garage for many years.  WHERE IS IT. 
That alone may not fix the problem but at least mow the grass and fix the holes in back of Jenkins Hall.

Stop allowing reserved spots.  Prices are too high.

No reserve parking for cadets surrounding the barracks. These spaces should be reserve for TACS

A parking garage on Campus or very close by.  With the parking prices paid by those who live off campus,
limited parking is unfair.  As for the cadets.  They pay a high price to park in the Altman and HAC parking
lots, yet they have to move their cars for home football games.  This is not fair either.

Build a parking Garage on campus, it would save on space and allow more employees and cadets parking
spots.

The Citadel could utilize the old Rustin property for parking. It's located behind the Facilities & Engineering
complex and has enough area to provide parking for most of the employees that work in that area. There
is also a small area adjacent to 183 Dunneman Ave. that could be used also.

stop selling these institutional responsibilities to private companies, because they will actually charge more
/ cost more than simply manage it within in house. Especially given the huge exc admin we seem to have
grown over the last decade.

I am interested in knowing how much money is in the parking fund and who is responsible for the
accountability of the funds throughout my  sixteen years of working here. It keeps going up and we have
fewer parking spaces each year.

Pave and line the lot behind Jenkins

Parking during big events, like Parent's Weekend and Homecoming, is TERRIBLE.  Parents and visitors
park anywhere they feel like -- grass, housing areas, middle of a lot (I have seen this) -- without much
consequence.  If we had set areas aside for visitors during these events, publicize those allowed areas,
and then ticket anyone who doesn't follow the rules, faculty/staff/students with permits won't have the
trouble of not finding a spot after 8am.  The fees from these tickets could then be put towards future
parking solutions (ie garage if that's still being considered).
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Capers parking lot should not be occupied by staff  who work in  Bond Hall where  they have  parking
spaces. It is difficult to find at certain time a free space to teach ON TIME  in  Capers building. Some
students use also Capers parking lot.

We have a lot of property that is unused and need to consider adding more spaces for faculty/staff.  Most
college campuses do not allow student parking on campus and an offsite should be considered.  Most of
our students do not move their cars for days and even weeks and it takes up space for commuting faculty
and staff.

More flex-time or tele-commuting options for positions that don't require presence on campus. Bite the
bullet and build a garage. Off-site parking ~ 10 min away, maybe in Mt. P and West Ash that would shuttle
folks to campus. Off-site parking for sophomores and/or another class since they don't need their cars
except Wed afternoon and weekends, usually, with shuttle service for them key times. Keep on-campus
parking a senior or junior/senior privilege.

There needs to be a fee for part-time faculty that is reasonable for us to handle.  There are few parking
spaces in the afternoon after 4pm it is most definitely hard to find a parking space sometimes I have to
circle around at least 3 or 4 times before I find a parking space considering I am working at night until
10:30p and walking by myself is a risk even to move my vehicle when it gets dark, safety should be the
concern for those who work at night and those who working doing the day as well.

Those who do not have parking permits (parents on parents day, etc.) should not park in designated
parking lots.  They did not pay for the spots therefore I as a paying customer should not have to worry
about finding a parking spot.  It seems like the only people who get tickets/harassed by parking authority
are the paying customers who may not park in the correct designated parking lot.  Also, for the amount I
am paying I shouldn't have to park in a dirt lot that isn't even paved.

After being at 4 different universities this is the first one to charge its faculty for parking which I think is
insane. To add to that parking for the year is $300 and up depending on your pay. This is too much to
charge your faculty to come to work.

Have guests attending functions on campus bused to building where event held.  They would park in
Kovats or by the HAC and take bus to event location.    With the corps growing, more and more
faculty/staff support is needed.  Sadly, parking is limited.  For those that live in my area, we all seem to
work different schedules so cannot carpool.  Otherwise, I would do it daily.

Free parking for people that work for the Citadel

Events from other areas in town using the campus as their extra parking spaces - leaving no spaces for
employees.  Patrol and ticket the daily visitors and cadets using employee spaces. Reconfigure areas that
are already here to better utilize.

Parking for our part time folks is so high that most of them can't afford it. Our world has a lot of off hours
work and so peaking can be very challenging on days when folks don't have to be in at a normal time. I
come in early but often hear complaints about parking from folks that come in at 9 or later.  Need to curb
the amount of cadet parking. Most cadets do not have to have immediate access to their vehicles as they
have very limited opportunities to use their cars. Staff has to use their vehicles every day so there has to
be some.priority for them. If we don't address high costs for lower paid positions we are going to struggle
to get people to work for us. Academic services is in a similar situation with their tutors.

There isn't a shortage.  Don't illegally charge employee's for parking then spend the money on other
things.  Stop raising parking expenses on employees to make up the expense when the state increases
The Citadel share of employee benefits.  Should I rent my office space to come to work?  Lease my
computer?

-Lower cost options, public transit options (bus, train/metro, etc.) -Carpool options -Parking garages -Off-
site parking garages + shuttle -Paid visitor parking -Stop issuing free passes for retirees, etc. -Require tour
buses pay fee -Charge for Pre-Knob events (even as low as $25)
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Honestly the campus could use a few more bike racks.  I believe there is one behind Grimsley Hall, and
one in front of Mark Clark Hall.  I'm not super comfortable leaving my bike in front of MCH (very high traffic
area) and the Grimsley Hall rack is kind of far away.  Maybe two bike racks per side of the parade field.   
Just my $0.02!

I think parking could be better for events on campus.  Many parking spots get marked for visitors which
leaves no options for employees.  Also visitors aren't assisted on where to park.  I think public safety
should be out directing traffic on days when there are events especially parade.  Directing back in the
parking areas not just at the front. The parking fee should be the cost to run the parking function - not to
make money or save money for a parking garage that may or may not happen especially when that
amount is an uncertainty.  People don't mind paying a fair share of costs to cover maintenance and safety
of parking but they do mind paying an arbitrarily selected amount.  I also think comparing to the College of
Charleston or MUSC is a little off since they are in the heart of downtown and we are on the outskirts.

Don't cone spots for people who never come.    Don't ticket anyone on rainy days--my car is worth more
than my salary, so I will park anywhere that is high ground during flood times regardless of legality.  Staff
needs a spot--students don't.  Charge for staff is way too high.

I would highly recommend using the fees paid for parking for parking improvements instead of using it for
the athletic department

Lower the cost of Parking. On big event weekends let some staff go early to open parking. Example
Parents weekend.

More gravel, less dirt. Mud is awful on shoes! More lighting, less darkness. Visibility is important for safety!

Of course everyone is concerned about the parking prices and seemingly no positive effect on parking.  It
appears that the monies are just another "tax" applied to faculty and staff on limited salaries compared to
our counterparts at CofC (which charge a similar amount for what we do for surface parking 650/yr). 
There are many options to review so we don't need to reinvent the wheel.  Examples that I found which
can be adjusted to fit our needs can be found at these colleges/universities:   
https://parking.drupal.ku.edu/permits#red  http://pats.unm.edu/parking/faculty-staff/index.html
https://auxiliary.georgiasouthern.edu/parking/permits-rates/
https://www.elon.edu/u/bft/police/transportation-parking/designated-parking-and-fees/ (free for faculty) htt-
ps://www.coastal.edu/media/administration/publicsafety/pdf/Parking%20Rules%20and%20Regulations%-
202018-19%20Updated.pdf (Coastal Carolina).  It appears to faculty and staff that a random amount was
applied to faculty without support of how it was chosen and accountability to how the money will be used. 
Comparatively, with most colleges and universities (unless we lived in a very difficult area to find parking
which we are fortunate to not have this issue), faculty and staff receive this is a free service or very low
cost payment.  With our salaries comparatively lower than our sister college, having this as a service (free
to low cost) should be considered.

I would be open to a lot farther away (meaning I have to walk farther) from my building if it reduced my
price for parking. This could encourage employees to utilize lots in lower demand.  Can a lower-cost
parking permit be issued to employees that carpool regularly?

I was told when I started working here that I had to pay for a parking permit because they're collecting
money to pay for a parking garage.  That was five years ago.  Are they ever going to build it, or just keep
taking our money?  It feels a little bit like I'm being robbed.  I don't get paid very much for the work I do,
and the parking fees are excessive.  I've never had to pay to drive to work in any of the other places I've
worked.  It's one of the reasons I'm seriously considering not working here any more.

If you increase the parking rates again I will give up my parking permit and park outside the campus!!!

The current parking situation is fine for me, but I am concerned about the parking situation during our
transitional phase as new buildings are built, and also if the Capers parking lot becomes a building.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Don't pay explicitly for parking.  No one should have to pay to park at THEIR JOB.  This seems to only
happen at colleges and universities, where the best and the brightest work, allegedly.  I'm starting to
seriously doubt that.  Oh, and if parking fees have been so necessary, then why have they been used for
an illegal slush fund in the past?  There is some serious irony/hypocrisy in this since some of the leaders
of The Citadel allowed this to happen while TEACHING YOUNG PEOPLE ABOUT LEADERSHIP.

Stop wasting money on the hanging decals, and the time it takes an employee to put a sticker in an
envelope to send to an employee. Get small decals like all other colleges.

I do not believe we have a real parking problem on campus outside of big weekends and events.  The
problem is people want to be able to park at their front door and not have to walk a small distance.    We
have a parking problem when there are events on campus and our parking spaces get parked off.  the
problem with this usually is the spaces are blocked with parking cones and then the event participants
don't park in the spots either and the space just stays unoccupied and people start parking all over the
grass and non-parking spaces.    On big weekends and events there should be a shuttle service for
visitors to be brought to and from campus.

There are a lot of spaces that are blocked off that aren't used--SCNG, President Emeritus--that go unused
when employees are struggling to find parking.  That would help.  Park cadets off campus--that would
alleviate problems altogether.

It is ridiculous that people who work at the Citadel have to pay almost $200 a year to park at work. Stop
charging for parking. Chop off some of the parade deck to use for parking. There is a lot of unused space
around campus that could be used for parking instead.

On our end of campus there is not parking issue.  Please do not destroy our parking because people on
the other end of campus have a problem.

When events occur on campus, participants should not be able to take our parking spaces that we pay for. 
This happens often.  Parking for large events should be done off campus and they should be shuttled in. 
This is a constant source of frustration.  Also is it possible for us to have named spots like the VPs ?  Have
we considered when building the new Bastin and when we re-do Capers, building a parking garage
beneath the office buildings ? Consider postponing permission for Cadets to park on campus until later
class years.  Named spaces; reduce parking fees, improve accountability on where collected parking fees
go..

Key stakeholders must be involved in the process.  In the past, this hasn't been the case.  As a result, I
believe there is a lack of trust between the decision-makers and those who are impacted by those
decisions (employees).  Some time ago, The Citadel saw fit to highlight its core values by hoisting and
posting them in various places all over the campus.  This certainly makes for good optics, and it may
rightly impress visitors.  However, those of us who are here each day have the opportunity to accurately
evaluate whether our actions align with those values...or not.  Unfortunately, the parking-related decisions
handed down in the last few years have exemplified anything but 'respect.'  Massive, unreasonable, and
consecutive increases in what it costs to park on the campus do not represent respect.  Because the
average employee has no idea what the "parking plan" is (or even if we actually have one), most assume
that parking costs are merely a way to recoup a portion of what the college pays in the form of salaries,
which of course rarely ever increase as a result of cost-of-living or any other positive/upward adjustments. 
Whatever plan or solution we settle upon, the college must stop using parking fees to just poke and prod
employees.  Without a widely-communicated plan, that's all those fees represent--a poke in the eye.  We
must begin to respect employees and treat them as key stakeholders.

Allow adjunct faculty to renew parking permits online, pay by credit card and mail permits to home
addresses. Also allow adjunct faculty to purchase a permit for a single semester. Align renewal calendar
with academic calendar and issue new annual permits in August.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

1-Decrease the number of students and employees. (Go back to four battalions.) 2-Decrease the number
of administrative positions. 3-Use metered parking for day students and visitors. 4-Raze Stephens
Barracks, build Capers on that site, and use the current Capers site for parking. 5-As housing is razed
(e.g.,Wilson, Dunneman), use those areas for parking.

need to find alternative low-cost transportation options--citadel has a real opportunity to be proactive in
this regard.  any hike in parking costs--is a pay reduction because salaries have remained stagnant for so
long.

Parking should be FREE .......especially for INFIRMARY.  The parking for Infirmary staff is gravel only. 
Nurses typically work 3 days a week for 10 months only.  The PRICES ARE RIDUCULOUSLY HIGH...ESP
SINCE the PARKING IS GRAVEL!!!!!

Move student cars to a remote lot, perhaps Freshman.  Raise parking prices a lot.  Use the money to build
a garage.  Tow student cars not parked legally.  Please clarify rules on parking on end of rows in Capers. 
I see people there, but don't want to do it for fear of ticket, but if it's okay I want to do it when I see others
doing it.

Part-time staff should be allowed to have their parking deducted from their paychecks as do full-time staff.
The "all or nothing" policy of paying $151 when you're part-time is too much.

Create a parking garage on campus. The infirmary lot could be converted into a garage. Turn one of the
off campus lots into garage for all non senior students and open up more on campus parking for faculty
and staff. This will allow visitors more parking closer to places they will be going. Paint more spots on the
Ave. of remembrance in front of the Chapel. The signage is confusing and sometimes yogurt tickets here
and sometimes you don't. Contract with the city to let people park along the fence on the park side of
campus like people used to be allowed to do years ago.

Parking Garage.  No cars for Freshman or Sophomores.

Staggered working schedule for some staff, i.e, earlier shifts or 4 day work weeks.   Could also make
parking a "privilege" for Junior and Senior cadets only.  Satellite offices for student services in North
Charleston or Summerville area.

Building a parking garage or limit the cadets ability to have a parking spot.  They do not have to drive to
class everyday like the employees do, so why should they have a spot on campus.  They can find another
spot to store their car for when they need it.  They only use there cars on some weekends and when they
leave for furlow, so they can find other parking downtown to store it.  We as employees need the access to
park EVERYDAY to come to work.  And we pay enough to have that parking spot.

Cadets are constantly parking in faculty/staff parking lots. If we are required to pay for a parking pass then
there needs to be enforcement so that there is availability to park since we are working on campus and
constantly here. During special events on campus there is never parking set up for faculty/staff members
that parents or visitors to campus take. If we are required to be here to work events then there should be
parking set up specifically for staff/faculty.

Parking Garage

I feel it is wrong to ask for employees to pay for parking. It is unethical for us to pay a high price for parking
and then get blocked from parking in areas because of events. If it was a downtown parking and we paid
for it we would not have our parking blocked off regularly.

I understand that my work hours don't reflect those of the majority of faculty and staff on campus, and
many people have trouble parking during their normal operational hours.  The only issues I find are that
there are often students parking is spaces they should not, and the cost of parking passes are extremely
high compared to other places I've worked (though, our problem of campus space is not typical either).  I
would only suggest more frequent ticketing to those illegally parked, and I'd be open to options to lower
the price of my parking pass.  Thank you.

Probably can't be improved much, I'm guessing, without a parking garage.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

When we have big events, employees should have the option to use leave for that day.

Do not let freshmen or sophomores have a car.

1) Move more cadet parking off campus.   2) Restrict cadet car privileges to 3.0 or higher and junior or
senior.  These large classes of freshmen we bring in will be large classes of sophomores, juniors, etc.
They all feel they need or should have a car here.

Better enforcement of non-permit and visitors parking in incorrect areas.

Restricting cadet parking would free up spaces.

Helping the city develop better (more comprehensive) public transportation; funding some kind of parking
garage; increasing salaries so employees can live closer and walk/bike to work.

Being a TCF employee at the Holiday Alumni Center, parking is not as much of an issue as it would be
working on campus.

Build a 4 OR 5 Story Parking structure on campus. I have worked on three other Major University
Campuses and they all had large Parking structures for Parking.

Work out an agreement with MUSC, so that Citadel Employees could ride the MUSC parking buses that
travel from Calhoun street to Johnson Hagood stadium.  This way a person in West Ashley or Goose
Creek/Summerville could catch the express Carta Buses to MUSC and get to campus in a reasonable
amount of time.  Riding a Carta bus from MUSC takes a long time.

We need to quit messing with parking.  Every time we have over the past 19 years, the situation has
worsened and the cost to the employee has risen.  Academia is one of the few industries that charges its
employees to come to work.  Treating parking as a profit center is an insult to employees.  If we need
more revenue that badly, we should be looking harder at cutting spending.    Thanks for listening.

Paving the parking lot by Summerall Gate would provide more parking spaces.

Use the parking lot in the back of the Holliday alumni center as the main Faculty/Staff parking lot...for
those who can't walk the distance do some sort of trolley transport to and from the parking lot. Perhaps
find a way to partner with the Joe Stadium and redo the parking lot to make it a structure. Get rid of the
percentage based pricing...that's absolute 

Why do employees need to pay for parking? If there was a metro line or an L or something I could see
how it would make sense to have to pay for parking. As our public transportation infrastructure stands,
taking public transportation isn’t a viable option for many. What that means is if we want to work we get
charged to park on campus. I’ve worked on multiple government facilities and I have never been charged
for parking as an employee.

institute a formula to assign parking permits based on the requester's role on campus and longevity. A
customized computer program determines the rankings. Assign to specific lots...  Raise the rates on
freshman, lower as they get older, and raise for staff members who live within close proximity.  Stagger
class times.  Direct traffic more efficiently! Our campus is TERRIBLE at this; we have little-to-no campus
information signage! Electronic billboards are expensive, so use some old school info sings if need be.
Terrible job of directing visitors, students and staff once on campus.

As a staff employee, there are many weeks that I work on campus every single day. I always worry about
campus parking even on the weekends since many cadets park in staff spaces from the City Gym and
Stadium lots. Of course on football weekends, this issue is even worse and I am required to be at all the
games. I think that a good solution could be to grandfather in a policy where Sophomores don't get car
privileges. Other colleges have the same type of rules and this would drastically cut back on the number of
cars on campus. Employees drive on campus every single day. Cadets only use their cars on the weekend
and maybe one other day of the week if they have leave.  Those of us with children who need to be
dropped off at school in the morning and then picked up in the afternoons make it extremely difficult to
arrange for carpooling.

To have a designated parking spot.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Go vertical to gain more parking spaces vice horizontal.

The fees should not be decremented by salary.  That's pretty much socialism, isn't it?  Football ticket
prices, food in the canteen, parking fines, etc aren't based on salary.  How is this justified (or legal)?

Cadet parking should be a privilege and incentivized based on class and performance similar to being
eligible for rank. Academic, fitness and conduct performance should be taken into consideration to be
eligible to park on campus as an upper classman.   Another option might be to restrict parking to academic
juniors and seniors only due to seniority, and allow eligible sophomores with good academic, fitness, and
conduct performance to bring their vehicles onboard at beginning of the Spring semester.

Paved parking spots and clear indications of parking spots would be perfect in the Summerall
Gate/Thompson hall area. The lack thereof leaves people to park however freely and not leaving enough
space for others to park. During peak hours/major events, vehicles are parked in a manner that block
traffic and are not held accountable for that. Flattening the surfaces of the parking would help as well.
When areas are marked as Permit Only, actually enforce that; even if its on a Friday Parade day. It isn't
fair that parking is enforced for staff at all times but when there's a big a event its a free for all. Visitors
tend to park in areas marked clearly as for permit holders or even GOV marked spots.

More spaces and a decrease in price as far as the permits are concerned.

I'm afraid I do not have a solution.  I just hope that those of us who are unable to carpool or use public
transportation due to circumstances beyond our control are not penalized, as once suggested.  Carpooling
is not an option for me due to school drop off and pick up times.  Additionally, I sometimes have to leave
campus to visit local schools.

no additional fees should be assessed without exhausting no cost alternatives, including limiting student
parking, such as restrictions on sophomore parking.

designated parking for temporary employees who work after 5, so starting at 3 some spaces are
designated for temporary employees only. Otherwise we are parking further away from our building and
walking to our cars at 10pm or 11pm at night

Please add additional Handicapped spaces as well.  During special events, there are never enough to
accommodate Staff and/or guests .

BUILD A PARKING GARAGE.  This is what every other college does.

If you had more remote parking lots that cost less money, that would help relieve parking congestion in the
parking lots close to the buildings.  People who want to park near the buildings should pay more.  Those
who don't mind walking a bit should pay less.

Parking should be provided for employees of The Citadel.  We need electricity, telephone, office space,
classroom space, laboratory space, lights, and air-conditioning, etc.  to do our job.  We are not charged for
these, at least not yet.  I would place parking in this list since most employees use an automobile to get to
The Citadel and would not be able to do their job without finding a place to park that auto.  Imagine if we
were discussing a fee for having an office or a desk.  Where to find the money?  The same places we find
money to provide office space, electricity, etc.

Citadel parking could be improved by providing all employees free parking.  The Citadel owns plenty of
land in order to be able to do this.  The Citadel does not need to compete for parking, unlike the College of
Charleston.  Free parking should be an employee perk.  The Citadel does not provide any perks to its
employees.  Free parking would make for better employee relations.  The Citadel's parking problems
should not be the problem of Hampton Park or Wagener Terrace residents.  There are employees who
park in these neighborhoods and walk onto campus.  This situation makes for poor relations to the
surrounding neighborhoods.  This speaks poorly for The Citadel!
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

A parking plan based on location to the office building as premium spaces would make a lot of sense;
additionally offering several free lots in undesirable locations would give everyone more options.  I think
most would find a parking garage the ideal solution to the problem.  A frustrating predicament occurs when
there are no parking spaces available when we just want to show up to do our job and its unfortunate
because we are paying for a spot somewhere.  Finally, I believe more transparency regarding the use and
availability of the parking fees and fund would garnish more cooperation and respect from the community. 
Thanks.

Move Cadet/student Parking off campus.

Our parking lot usually fills with athletes, tac officers, or employees from the mess hall. Maybe parking
passes are designated for particular lots near where that employee works. Maybe color coded.

Assign parking spot to staff by number, we are purchasing a service and have to search to receive it
depending on the location of work area. Pay and find your parking for people that work at the citadel 40+
hours and have to share with cadets is not manageable

We offer as part of our parking policy/rates 'reserved parking.'  I am willing to pay for a designated slot, but
college regs (as I understand them) do not allow (save VPs) this option.  If someone is willing to pay for a
reserved spot, we should allow this.  Please also recall who our primary constituency is- cadets.  While
their parking is 'static' most of the week, a remote option seems untenable and unfair, regardless of
statistical support for it.

If someone has to leave campus and come back or comes in later in the morning, it is virtually impossible
to find parking after 8:45 AM. I would suggest more parking and having freshman not bring cars to campus
like most other universities. There is a real parking problem and I am sure it will get worse.  It is also very
expensive to park here. Many universities in other cities do not charge employees for parking that
sometimes that cannot even get. Even CofC restricts parking for passes only in their lots and only gives
out the number of spots for parking that actual exist. Here visitors can get spots paid for by employees.

Frankly, its ridiculous that we have to PAY to come to work in the first place. The fact that the prices
increase every year and that there is zero transparency on what exactly the funds are being used for is
unacceptable, especially when there are times where finding suitable parking isn't even possible.

Depending on employee's schedules, they may run into parking. When I get here between 8:30a-9:00a I
can always find a spot in one of two lots. I do see where employees on the side close to Wilson field have
a hard time finding parking though. There is limited spaces and some are marked cadet only and there are
a few very large departments on that side of campus. Regardless of whether or not a garage happens...
people are still going to complain they can't find parking. Everyone wants to park close to their department
so we're always going to have issues unless we increase or review current parking layouts near all
departments, as well as better utilization of specific areas where it's a gravel parking area (ex. Area beside
Jenkins Hall/Canteen where ROTC parks)

The Citadel Board of Visitors of the past few decades failed to strategically plan for this issue.  To be fair
the city of Charleston did the same thing.  Greed took them both down the road to Abilene.   I have a
suggestion.  Reduce the size of the SCCC by 450 ie: eliminate one Battalion.  You can save $60 million by
demolishing and not replacing Steven's Barracks, reducing the # of cadets decreases the demand for
parking spots, use the land incorporated currently by Steven's Barracks to replace Caper's Hall, build a
parking garage in the existing Caper's Hall lot with the money saved by not replacing Stevens Barracks, 
decreasing # of freshman required will enable higher overall standards of entry thus elevating the quality
of the SCCC and finally this reduction in the student body will enable us to purge many of the senior
citizen faculty members who contribute little while consuming a lot of the budget.  Bigger is not always
better.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Only Senior cadets are authorized cars with limited exceptions such as: military (national Guard/reserve)
cadets.  Junior, Sophomores, and Freshmen would not have cars but could purchase parking spaces from
anyone of the city parking garages within walking distance of the school. Day students could purchase a
parking pass if desired.  This eliminates the need for parking expansion, provides more cadets on the
present on the weekend for alumni visits, and minimize liabilities to property and safety.  There would be a
nominal drop in parking pass revenue but it is off set by monies saved.

For our team, availability is less of a problem than cadets parking in faculty spots, especially during large
weekends when we have to come into work early but find ourselves without parking spaces.

more information about alternative parking locations. It is difficult to know which areas I can park in that
are not student parking.

Opening the Bastin lot and the Bastin gravel helped to alleviate the overcrowding at Capers and Kovats. 
The Citadel needs to be prepared when we lose first those two lots to Bastin construction and then lose
the Capers lot to "new Capers" construction.

Instead of trying to pack more sardines into the can, The Citadel BoV and any strategic planning initiative
needs to examine long-distance learning and/or instruction options. Additionally, real estate options should
be explored, maybe the addition of satellite locations to augment the main campus. Allowing for scooters
or motorcycles to reduce the automobile footprint might help as well.

I understand that some people have had problems with parking, but I rarely have a problem. If the bus
route from west ashley did not require a transfer or long walk from musc area, I might occasionally take a
bus.

I think it would be completely acceptable to make having a car on campus a 2nd Class and 1st Class
privilege (junior and senior).  There would be one year of complaining and then it would be over. This is
especially in light of the fact there are many ride-sharing options for cadets (car-pools, Uber, Lyft, etc.) 
This would immediately eliminate several hundred cars on campus.

Special events (Friday parade, Parents' Weekend) can make parking very, very difficult if not policed
adequately.  Great job this past Parents' Day weekend!

Remove cadets from the "General North" parking area.

It is my understanding that parking management ‘office’ varies depending on if a cadet, staff, temp
employee, etc. Why not have one central office to house all parking payments and management? Where
is the yearly (or monthly) parking payments money going towards on our campus? To pay for a parking
garage? What office is housing this money? Are the funds being used appropriately and where? I think
informing faculty and staff exactly where these funds are and what they are being used towards would
alleviate the negativity towards how parking is currently handled. I believe Temp employees have to pay a
year up front for parking. That is a lot of money to ask of someone who is probably clocking in and out
each day. Is there a way for them to make payments quarterly or semi-annually to cost down on that costly
burden?

There should be a dedicated place for student parking independent, or separated, from the faculty and
staff parking.  Students don't need to move their car during the day, while we might need to do it.  In
reality, if the parking for students is in a near by location, it doesn't affect them, again because they do not
leave campus every day.  For faculty and staff it is different.  Many need to leave and return every day. 
Many faculty have to teach classes in the evening.  Therefore, it is safer and yes, more convenient, for
faculty and staff to be able to park near their offices.  A solution will be to build a parking garage outside of
campus for students to park their cars.  A good location(s) could be the lots adjacent to the stadium and
the Alumni Center. One consideration, many of us answered that we arrive alone in our car, but reality is
we are the parent that drives the children to and from their school.  Having a convenient parking spot
helps us with this task as well.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

There are a significant number cars parked on campus that do not have cadet stickers or faculty hang
tags. Many of these are visitors and quite a few are cadets that don't purchase cadet stickers. More
enforcement might help.  Parking on Dunnemann on the end closest to the river for now (with a walk
through gate) then more if/when the duplexes are taken out.

Parking could be improved by reducing sophomore parking to make more spaces available for faculty.  I
have to arrive to work before 8:30am or I won't be able to find a parking spot.  Also, an improvement would
be offering CARTA service for Citadel faculty.  I live in West Ashley, and it would take me nearly two hours
to arrive at The Citadel using CARTA, and I would still have to walk or drive to a CARTA stop in West
Ashley.

A parking ramp is needed.

More spots, decrease cost of parking permits

A 4 or 5 deck parking garage where the old City Gym use to be.

Better utilize the grounds for parking spaces. The campus literally has places that can be used for parking
AND what is currently being used for parking is not efficient!

Pave some property/areas not being utilized- yard behind Career Center could add approx. six to ten
spaces, clean and pave other under utilized lots (they’re in unsafe condition) and add a pedestrian gate by
HR for entry/egress when overflow parking occurs and we park and walk further. Put ALL parking services
in/under one office/dept. so a better understanding and accountability and management can be provided
for more factual info./knowledge and direct streamlined service. Consider utilizing/development of other
alternative campus owned vicinity property as well as consider moving some underclassmen student
parking off campus to free up parking for daily use. Most peer institutions provide shuttle service to off
campus parking areas. Designate commuting and graduate student parking areas w/shuttle service-
seems they park in employee lots throughout the day. Thanks for asking our opinion and suggestions.
Good luck!

Cadets parking in staff parking spaces is a big problem; ticketing and booting cars does not seem to work
because the penalty is too low (minimal deterrence). Cadet & alumni parking for big weekends and special
events is a total zoo; every open slot is up for grabs, first come first served. We need an off-campus or on-
campus parking garage. Costs can be defrayed by a modest parking fee for the garage. I know this is a
big problem with no easy solutions but increasing staff parking fees without guaranteeing parking spaces
is unfair.

I have heard counterarguments to a parking garage due to building constraints and restraints; however, I
cannot think of a better way then at least two additional decks via vertical construction.  With new buildings
being built on campus and parking space decreasing, it is a solid solution.

Infirmary has shift workers. Nurses and receptionist....3 people share a parking spot during the week.  I
feel the cost of the parking pass should be lowered if job sharing.

On campus parking facility for students and staff.

If others would park in their designated area, that may free up space for those that actually work in the
immediate building

Honestly I don't have a better solution than finding a way to create more parking spaces. But this will also
cost more money which the school doesn't exactly have. I believe my guess is just as good as ya'lls.
Hopefully one day the school will be able to have a parking garage to fix all of the schools parking woes.

It is real simple.  Faculty and Staff need to be prioritized in prime areas such as Capers Hall.  Day
students, veteran students, and MECEPs need to be limited to Kovats.

Move Cadet Parking off campus by using Congress Street parking lot at the Alumni center as well as filling
the city gym and Hagood lots. Eventually build a parking garage to house all cadet parking. The lot at
congress street is almost always empty as well as the outer areas of Kovats Field.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

- Two parking surveys over ten years costing over $130K total, not good. - Parking money given to
athletics dept and general fund, not good, parking should be free.  the parking problem can be alleviated
simply by removing parking privileges for the sophomores,  and if additional spaces are required for faculty
and staff, make the junior year students parking privileges competitive and based on grade point
averages.   Out source parking, Find a company at the Charleston neck area, must have fencing, lighting
and a keyed electric gate, cadets can Uber to and from campus.  If the Citadel decides to create a garage,
expect a very unpopular tuition increase. Offer a database to be able to look up and pair up people who
live and work in the same area, http://snap.citadel.edu/snapwebhost/k/153936894710/sn2018_parking_s-
urvey_faculty_and_staff_submit.gifaka car pool. carpool ride sharing app. Thanks Juan Santiago F&E

Allow motorcycle access

By not allowing fleet vehicles to park to designated parking areas for which we pay fees.  Also, should be
a better system for Visitor parking, which is violated every day.

on-campus parking should be 1% of an employees salary with NO CAP. that way it is equally and
equitable for all employees. The current cap on the cost of parking means that the lower paid employees
are paying a higher percentage of their salary verses the higher salaried employees.

Parking is not a problem for those that come in early, the cost of the permit is the biggest issue. It has
increased over the years for no apparent reason other than revenue. There are no leases to pay, nor
building/facilities/meters to maintain as other institutions in the local area that justify parking fees.

Parking garage

Make sure that only faculty and staff use the faculty staff lots (at least from 8 AM- 4 PM).  Fifth year
students and other students often park in faculty lots during the day.  No other college that I have attended
or have been affiliated with lets students park in faculty/staff lots during the day (i.e., 8-5).  Other random
people also park in the lots.  I think that too many parking stickers are sold.  I usually park and stayed
parked until I leave.  It is difficult (really near impossible) to find any consistent parking spaces in Capers
after 9 AM.  You may be lucky and find one on the other end of campus if none are available at Capers.  I
also think the sliding scale to pay for parking is unfair.

Multi-level parking garage.  Lower levels for Faculty/Staff, upper levels for cadets.

You could do a park and ride option similar to the VA hospital and MUSC. However, for those of us with
time constraints on either end (particularly adjuncts) this would need to be carefully coordinated.

Make the parking pass cost tier more fair. The people making below 20k (like adjuncts), should pay at a
lower rate, not a just a lower cost, than the people making, say, above 75k. Contingent faculty,
theoretically, should be here less, and thus their parking costs should be extremely low, while the people
on campus making 150k can not only afford more, but, theoretically, are on campus more.

Parking is an issue on Saturdays.  It appears that cadets parking off campus take spots on Saturdays.

Don't know.

Sometimes people park their cars without thinking of other people and taking more space than one car
should.

I hope there is a plan for when Capers is torn down and that parking lot is lost.  Coming up with a solution
before this happens would be helpful.

The only time I have a problem is if I show up late.  I'm still able to find a spot - just not where I'd typically
park.  This is extremely rare so I don't have a big issue with it.   Possibly limit parking to just juniors and
seniors - have it be an upper classman privilege.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I feel we pay an exorbitant amount for parking not to be assured of always finding a space. A designated
parking spot for each faculty/staff member would be great. Would love to plan to park in the same spot
each day and not have to worry about availability due to special events, etc. Also, because I am not an
exempt employee and have to punch the time clock each day, it makes it difficult when parking spots are
taken up due to events and I have to waste off the clock time driving around looking for availability.
Perhaps have a parking lot just off campus where visitors could park for events with a shuttle running
between it and campus.

-Take away all the "reserved" spots - if faculty cannot have them, no one should have them. -Move more
student parking to the nearby off-campus lots; make on-campus parking for students restricted to seniors
only. -Return the parallel parking spots to their original size; they are now painted about 1.5 times the size
they need to be, wasting valuable    space. -Build Bastin Hall and all new buildings with space for parking
on the ground level, under the building -Increase the number of parking spots in front of Bond Hall by
removing the grass median from the center and converting the parallel parking spots on both sides to
diagonal spots, like the visitor parking spots in front of the library.

Consolidate the cadet parking off-campus, and have very limited # of spaces available on campus as
special privilege.  Staff use their vehicles daily to get to and from campus, cadets do not.

It's somewhat frustrating that parking permit prices increased and nothing has changed in the parking
situation for many employees.  The communication received was such that I thought the increased price
would result in increased parking options and a parking garage.  Until a solid plan is in place I do not
appreciate a parking permit increase of 40% for the exact same parking situation.  The solution would be
to formalize plans before placing the financial burden on employees.  It's unethical and in bad taste.

Parking behind Jenkins Hall could be cleaned up and better organized.  Often times, because there are no
lines, someone will park in such a way that it limits the number of other cars that can fit in the area.

Convert the WLI field to parking and let the soccer team use the Football Stadium for home games.

1. Cost of parking permits was raised a few years ago with the explanation the extra money was going to
fund a new parking option (ie garage).  Where is that money now?  2. MUSC and CofC have agreements
with CARTA for transportation including free passes for employees to keep cars off the road and off
campus areas.  CARTA would love to work with The Citadel.  Why does The Citadel not agree to work
with them?  We all know parking on campus is about to get worse when we lose nearly all of the Capers
lot during and following construction.  3. Question about off campus parking is not well worded for a proper
answer.   I simply put down the middle option our of frustration.  it's a question without explanation.  "More
time"?  What does that mean?  Driving time?  Time to await a shuttle bus?  Please don't lease some kind
of lot near campus.  It would be cheaper to work with CARTA.

Build up! Parking garage will put a major dent in the parking problem.

Build a multi-level parking deck.

Resurfacing, so there aren't potholes that have the potential to damage my car. I believe there are parking
areas that could be re-striped for more efficient parking arrangements.

Build a Cadet only lot near the front of the school. The spaces that they use behind Grimsley could be
used for Adjuncts who are only on campus for a short amount of time.   Assigned parking spaces with
corresponding numbers might be a good idea.

Please note:  typical arrival times change daily for faculty who provide field supervision or work/teach
during the evening. For example on days when I teach until 9:45 p.m. I may not arrive until 10 a.m. to
teach a 1:30 course. It seems to me that Tuesday and Thursdays are most problematic for parking when
departmental and school wide meetings more often occur. I wonder how many day students or graduate
assistant employees are taking faculty parking spots in Capers Lot. If they are, they should be the first to
go. More data on who is parking in the lots would be helpful. Faculty should have first priority if they are
paying for parking.

We need to have a parking garage.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Maybe central parking belongs to faculty, staff and visitors while having student parking go to the outer/off
campus location like other universities I have visited.

Since campus has limited space a parking garage should be one of the only solutions.

Parking should be free for faculty and staff

It is a rare occasion that I cannot find a parking place around Thompson Hall in the morning.  If I have to
go off campus, it is sometimes difficult to find a parking place upon return to campus. I am fortunate that
this does not happen often. I do feel one reason employees get upset with parking is when our paid for
spaces are not available due to campus events.  I also feel it is important for Public Safety to ticket illegally
parking vehicles or vehicles without parking passes.  I feel Public Safety as stepped up ticketing and they
respond to calls about illegally parked vehicles on campus.

Parking permit...too high....only on a parttime salary

shuttle service of some kind if you have a parking garage.

We had a lot of parking until Kovats field was beautified.  It cut parking and then cadets were moved to
that location.  Stop the beautification and make the parking spots that are needed.  What if only Juniors
and Seniors had cars?  Construction workers should not be allowed to park on campus taking up spots. 
At other sites the company buses the workers in from other parking locations or meets at the home office.

In Kovats, several times a semester, when I arrive to campus early in the AM, cadets have been given
permission to fill the lot with their cars, which is a bit frustrating not to know this ahead of time. Also,
occasionally, faculty spots are blocked off by cones to reserve spots for 'events' or special visitors, which
limits the parking again unexpectedly. Also, in a pinch, many faculty/adjuncts will park in guest/visitor
spaces by simply removing their parking permits, which again throws off the balance.  I realize these aren't
solutions, but something to take into consideration when devising future plans.

I have never paid my employer to park to come to work also parking keeps going up every year or so and
we need more parking for (employees and visitors)

The issue with paying to park and your a temp.

Parking garage or access to public transportation - park and ride to work.

Please incentivize employees to use other forms of transportation.  Plenty of workers live within a couple
miles and could easily bike.   Encourage employees to think about the larger issues facing our city
(traffic/congestion/global warming/flooding).  As a college, it is our duty to be part of the solution, not the
problem.    One incentive would be to provide better biking access.  For example, a completely new but
utterly unusable bike rack was put up behind Bond.  It's not usable because there are no curb cuts to roll
the bike up onto that sidewalk, and then the paved area around the rack isn't large enough to pivot the
bike to get it in and out of place.

Offer space and incentives for employees to park farther from campus (City Gym and Altman lots, etc.). 
Offer incentives for car-pooling and alternate forms of transportation (ride share, bicycling).  As a
temporary fix, consider maximizing available parking inventory to accommodate more cars.  For example,
condense some spaces for compact cars only.  Instead, we seem to have gone the opposite direction.
(When rezoned, the visitor spaces in front of Bond Hall were expanded far beyond the size of a large truck
or SUV; they are now nearly large enough to park a vehicle with a mid-sized boat in tow.)

I would like to think if anyone needed to move their car off campus, you would start with cadets and leave
staff and faculty for very last.  Also, parking for contractors should be off site and not taking up faculty staff
parking on campus.  Thank you.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

1) Build a parking garage NOW!!!, 2) Make better use of available space - here and there, there is space
for a few additional parking spaces, 3)  Negotiate with City of Charleston to use vacant space along the
fence east of the school, along the road around Hampton Park, 4) Develop a parking plan now based on
pending construction of Bastian Hall and pending renovation of Capers Hall - it may be necessary to
inform rising sophomores that there will be limited or no space for them next school year, 5) Based on #4,
it may be necessary to arrange for shuttle buses to move employees from outer parking lots, e.g., City
Gym and Altman lots, to locations on campus

Move cadets off campus




